
1 Upgradability and Stability for the Long Term
MVKube offers a stable branch supporting existing Kubernetes
installations with backported fixes and quality-assured updates.
Customers can seamlessly adopt the latest stable releases and
updates of the K8s project with commercial-grade support from
MontaVista, ensuring reliability for mission-critical deployments.

2 Integrated Baseline and Customization
Customers can start with the integrated and tested baseline of chosen
Kubernetes and cluster management components, using the MVKube
reference stack above. MVKube allows customizing the reference to
meet specific deployment needs, creating unique and optimized
Kubernetes solutions.

4 Long-term Customized Support through a SLA
MontaVista has extensive experience in managing diverse K8s
configurations and offering customized technical support tailored to
specific Linux-based embedded project requirements. Our deeply
experienced support team with more than 20 years ensure proven
expertise and exceptional service delivery.

3 Streamlined Implementation and Management
MVKube simplifies the processes of implementing, managing and
optimizing Kubernetes in embedded Linux systems, alleviating the
learning curve for project teams. Customers can focus on their core
competencies and delivering unparalleled values for their customers!
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About MontaVista Software
MontaVista Software is a leader in embedded Linux commercialization. For more than 20 years, MontaVista has been helping embedded
developers get the most out of open source by adding commercial quality, integration, hardware enablement, expert support, and the
resources of the MontaVista development community.
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